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Abstract 

With the rapid development of Internet technology, Web has become a huge 

information source with massive amounts of data. But these data are usually embedded in 

the semi-structured pages. In order to use these data effectively, the primary problem is to 

extract the data and store them in structured form. Most of current approaches use a 

single classifier to extract web data, but relying on a single classifier is not sufficient and 

different classifier has different performance for the same problem. In this paper, we use 

the method of ensemble learning for web data extraction. Firstly, we parse the page as a 

Dom tree, identify the main data regions, and construct feature sets of text nodes in the 

region. Secondly, we choose multiple kinds of base classifiers (SVM, KNN and Random 

Forest) to build classification models and then use the linear method to integrate results 

of each classification model. Finally, we combine integration results with heuristic rules 

to get the final extraction results. The experiment results show that our approach 

outperforms the baseline approaches and has a good robustness. 
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1. Introduction 

With the rapid development of Internet technology, the data on the Web has increased 

dramatically. And there is an urgent need for people to obtain the required information 

from the Web. However, there is too much disorganized information in the web pages, 

and the amount of the information we need is only a small portion, so it is very 

inconvenient for users to search on the Web. In order to solve the problem, many 

researchers have conducted researches on web data extraction [1], which can identify the 

information from unstructured or semi-structured Web pages, and turn it into a structured 

format. 

In this paper, we focus on regularly structured data which are produced by computer 

programs following some fixed templates. But these data may come from different 

templates. How to extract the data from Web pages generated by many different templates 

is non-trivial. One possible solution is that we first distinguish web pages generated by 

different templates, and then build an extractor for each template. We say that this type of 

solution is template-dependent. However, accurately identifying web pages for each 

template is not a trivial task because even web pages from the same website may be 

generated by dozens of templates. Even if we can distinguish web pages, template-

dependent methods are still impractical because the learning and maintenance of so many 

different extractors for different templates will require substantial efforts. 

Recent work has shown that using template-independent approaches to extract the 

same type of data objects is feasible and promising [2-5]. Existing approaches usually use 

a single classifier to extract web data, but relying on a single classifier is not sufficient 

and different classifier has different performance for the same problem. In order to 

improve the extraction performance, in this paper we introduce an approach based on 

ensemble learning for web data extraction. Firstly, we identify main data regions 
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according to the page structure, then generate feature set of text nodes (We call leaf nodes 

of the DOM [6] tree of the Web page as text nodes). Secondly, we choose the base 

classifiers to build classification models with feature set, and then use the linear method to 

integrate classification results of each base classification model. Finally, we combine 

integration results with heuristic rules to get the final extraction results. Experimental 

results on 20 different structural sites prove the validity of our approach. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First, the related work is discussed in 

Section 2. Then, our approach is introduced in Section 3. In Section 4, the experimental 

setup and results are shown. Finally, the conclusion is presented in Section 5. 

 

2. Related Work 

Wrapper learning approaches like [7-8] are template-dependent. They take in some 

manually labeled web pages and learn some extraction rules (i.e. wrappers). Since the 

learned wrappers can only be used to extract data from similar pages, maintaining the 

wrappers as web sites change will require great efforts. Furthermore, in wrapper learning 

a user must provide explicit information about each template. So it will be expensive to 

train a system that extracts data from many websites as in our application. [9-13] are also 

template-dependent, but they do not need labeled training samples. They automatically 

produce wrappers from a collection of similar web pages. 

Recent work in [2-5] has shown the feasibility and promise of template-independent 

web data extraction. MDR[2] is a wrapper induction system that does not require training. 

The main induction process of MDR is based on a string matching algorithm to calculate 

the string edit distance between each data object. DEPTA[3] is an improved version of 

MDR. It uses visual information to generate the DOM tree of web pages and uses a tree 

alignment algorithm for web data extraction But, [3] detects data objects only using tree 

regularities and not consider semantics. Furthermore, the data extracted by [3] have no 

semantic labels. Our approach uses rich features which not only contain structural features 

but also include content features. And the final results of our approach have semantic 

labels. [4] uses a clustering approach for automatic data extraction. It uses the similarities 

of the data format and the data content to group text tokens into clusters and obtains the 

final extraction result. The above approach only adapt to list pages, not to detail pages. 

Our approach is able to adapt to two kinds of pages. The work in [5] is similar to our 

approach. It treats web data extraction as a classification problem. It uses support vector 

machine to identify the start and end tags for a single attribute. Its problem is that it only 

uses a single classifier to extract the data, and the extraction accuracy still needs to be 

further improved. As different single classifier has different performance on web data 

extraction, so we use ensemble learning methods to extract web data. 

 

3. Our Approach 
 
3.1. Framework 

The framework is divided two phrases. The first one is training phrase. In this phrase, 

we first identify the main data regions of training web sites to determine the area of data 

extraction (Section 3.2). Secondly, we choose multiple base classifiers to build models, 

and then learn the weights for each base classifier model on validation set (Section 3.3.1). 

The second one is extraction phrase. In this phrase, we first use every trained model on 

testing set to obtain every classification result. Secondly, we use the linear method to 

integrate these classification results, and then combine the integration results with 

heuristic rules to get the final extraction results (Section 3.3.2). The framework is shown 

in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. The Framework of Our Approach 

3.2. Main Region Identification 

A Web page contains a lot of data regions, but not all data regions are required by the 

user. Therefore, we must determine the data extraction region at first. In this paper, we 

define a region node as a non-leaf node of the DOM tree, and then set three parameters: 

linkCharacterNum, characterNum, linkCharacterDensity. The linkCharacterNum is used 

to record the number of hyperlink text characters of each region node. The characterNum 

is used to record the number of all text characters of each region node. The 

linkCharacterDensity is used to record the proportion of hyperlink text characters of each 

region node, which is shown in equation (1).linkCharacterDensity 

=linkCharacterNum/characterNum  (1) 

We have observed 100 Web pages from different websites and find that in the data 

region required by the user, its linkCharacterDensity is always less than 0.5. So in this 

paper we call the data region whose linkDensity is smaller than    as the main region. 

According to our observation, we set    to be 0.5. The main region is the concern of web 

data extraction system. As shown in Figure 2, the area covered by the red box represents 

the main region to be extracted. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2. The Main Region of a Sampling Web Page 
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The algorithm to determine the main regions uses the idea of hierarchical traversal 

method, which is to traverse each region node of the html Dom tree, and judge the 

linkCharacterDensity of each one. When finding the linkCharacterDensity of one region 

node is less and equal to ，the algorithm immediately stops the search for all region 

nodes below this region node and turns to retrieve other region nodes in other regions. 

The details are shown in Algorithm 1. 

Algorithm 1: The algorithm to determine main regions 

Input: web page p 

Output: mainRegions 

1. rootOfT = parseHtmlToDomTree(p);  mainRegions={}; 

2. InitQueue(E); EnQueue(E,rootOfT); 

3. while (IsEmpty(E)) do 

4.   DeleteQueue(E, headOfQueue); 

5.   linkCharacterNum=ComputeLinkCharacterNum(headOfQueue); 

6.   characterNum=ComputeCharacterNum(headOfQueue); 

7.   linkCharacterDensity=linkCharacterNum/characterNum; 

8.   if(linkCharacterDensity < threshold) 

9.      mainRegions.add(headOfQueue); 

10.   else 

11.      EnQueue(E, GetChildenRegionNodes(headOfQueue); 

12.   endif 

13.  Endwhile 

14. return mainRegions; 

Algorithm 1 starts with parsing the web page p into a DOM tree whose root node is 

denoted as rootOfT and initializing the mainRegions which is used to store the region 

nodes of main regions. Line 2 initializes queue E which is used to keep the non-visited 

region nodes and pushes rootOfT into E. Lines 3-13 judge each region node to find main 

regions. Line 4 gets the head node of E headOfQueue which is current non-visited region 

node, then removes it. Lines 5-7 calculate the number of hyperlinks text characters, the 

number of all text characters and hyperlink density respectively. Lines 8-12 identify if the 

region node is main regions by hyperlink density. If its linkCharacterDensity is less than 

the threshold, the region node is added into mainRegions(Lines 8-9). Otherwise, its all 

children’s region nodes are added into E (Lines 10-12). Finally, in line 14, the final main 

regions are returned by mainRegions. 

 
3.3. Model Construction 

In this section, we first introduce three base classifiers, then give the details of the 

integration approach of these base classifiers, and finally introduce the used feature set. 

 
3.3.1. Base Classifier: In this paper, we select three base classifiers to create the 

classification model: SVM、KNN and Random Forest. 

(1)SVM [14] 

SVM is the abbreviation of Support Vector Machine which can be used for 

classification. It belongs to a family of generalized linear classification. SVM can 

simultaneously minimize the empirical classification error and maximize the geometric 

margin. SVM maps input vector to a higher dimensional space where a maximal 

separating hyperplane is constructed. Two parallel hyperplanes are constructed on each 

side of the hyperplane that separate the data. The separating hyperplane maximizes the 

distance between the two parallel hyperplanes. 

(2)KNN [15] 
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KNN (k-Nearest Neighbor, KNN) is a classification algorithm based on distance 

measure. A sample is classified by a majority vote of its neighbors, with the sample being 

assigned to the class most common among its k nearest neighbors (k is a positive integer, 

typically small). In this experiment, we set k=1, that is to say, the sample is assigned to 

the class of that single nearest neighbor. 

(3)Random Forest [16] 

Random Forest builds a forest containing a lot of decision trees randomly, and each 

decision tree has no correlation with each other. When a new sample is inputted, each 

decision tree in the forest will judge the sample, give their classification results and 

choose the classification having the most votes as the final classification result of the new 

sample. 

 

3.3.2. Classifier Integration: In the previous section of this paper, we introduce 

three base classifiers. However, a single base classifier has its shortcomings in 

performance. In order to improve the accuracy of data extraction, we use ensemble 

learning [17][18] approach to integrate these base classifiers. The ensemble classifier 

determines the final result by combining the classification results of each base classifier. 

In this paper, we perform two integration methods: voting and linear integration. 

(1)Voting 

Voting[19] is a widely used integration method. At first, this method uses multiple base 

classifiers to get the individual classification result, and then utilizes the voting method to 

obtain the final classification result. The common voting methods include majority voting, 

one-vote veto, minimum voting, etc. Voting method is relatively simple, which uses each 

base classifier with the equal weight. But in reality, different base classifier has different 

performance for a problem. So we will take into account the weights of these base 

classifiers. 

(2)Linear Integration 

Let  1 2{ , ,..., }nc c c c represent a set of base classifiers, where  ic is the  i -th base 

classifier, and the number of the base classifiers is n  . Let 1 2{ , ,..., }ky y y y represent a 

set of categories, where  iy  is the  i-th category, and the number of the category is k . 

And ijx  represents the prediction probability of base classifier ic   for category jy  , and  

ija  represents the weight of base classifier ic   for category 
jy  . The input is 

1 2{ , ,..., }mX X X X   representing feature sets of text nodes to be classified, where  iX  is 

the feature set of  i-th text node. Then the category of the text node whose feature set is 

iX  is computed with equation (2). 

1 1 2 2 3 3

1 1 1 1

[ , , ,..., ]
n n n n

i i i i i i i ik ik

i i i i

y max a x a x a x a x
   

      (2) 

Here  ijx  has been known, so we must find the solution of ija  . We divide the data set 

into three parts: training set, validation set and testing set. The training set is used to train 

base classifiers. The validation set is used to obtain the weight of each base classifier for 

each category. And the testing set is used to get the extraction performance. Let 

1 2{ , ,..., }kN N N N  , where  iN  is the number of text nodes which belong to iy   in the 

validation set. And  ijM  represents the number of the text nodes which belong to jy  in 

the validation set and is classified into jy  by base classifier ic  .Then the ija   is 

computed with equation (3). 

, 1, 2,..., n; j 1,2,..., k
ij

ij

j

a i
M
N

      (3) 
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3.3.3.Result Combination: The output categories of each attribute contain three 

types: the first one is the attribute name (denoted as [attribute]-an), the second one is the 

attribute value (denoted as [attribute]-av) and the third one is the attribute value and name 

(denoted as [attribute]-nv), where [attribute] represents any attribute. For example, the 

attribute of “author”, It may have two situations: one is that the attribute name and 

attribute value of “author” are separated into the two text nodes, such as text nodes 

“author: ” and “Ian H. Witten”, and the categories of these two text nodes are “author-an” 

and “author-av” respectively; the other one is that the attribute name and attribute value of 

“author” are in one text node, such as text node “author: Ian H. Witten”, and the category 

of this text node is “author-nv”. For the first situation, we can directly combine the values 

with the same catetory “[attribute]-av” as the final extraction result of this attribute. For 

the second situation, we first separate its value into attribute name and attribute value 

according to some heuristic characteristics, then combine this value with the adjacent 

values having the same category “[attribute]-av” and regard the combination value as this 

attribute’s final extraction result. The details are shown in Algorithm 2. 

Algorithm 2: The algorithm to combine classification results  

Input: C and als, where C is the set of classification results and als is the set of 

attribute labels. Each element of C contains two fields: “content” and “category”. The 

field “content” denotes the content of a text node and the field “category” denotes the 

attribute category which may be [attribute]-an, [attribute]-av or [attribute]-nv. 

Output: R, the set of extraction result 

1.   R = {}; S = ’’; i=1;  

2.   while i <= length(C) do 

3.      for j = 1 to length(als) do 

4.          if C[i].category == als[j]+’-av’ then 

5.              S=S+C[i].content; 

6.              while(C[++i].category== als[j]+’-av’) 

7.                   S=S+C[i].content; 

8.              end while 

9.              R.put(als[j], S); S=’’; continue; 

10.         endif 

11.         if C[i].category == als[j]+’-nv’ then 

12.             q = separateNV(C[i].content); 

13.             S=S+getAV(C[i].content, q); 

14.             while(C[++i].category== als[j]+’-av’); 

15.                 S=S+C[i].content; 

16.             end while 

17.             R.put(als[j],S);  S=’’;  continue; 

18.          endif 

19.          i = i + 1; 

20.     end for 

21． end while  

22.  return R; 

Algorithm 2 starts with initializing the extraction result R and S which is used to store 

the value of each attribute. Lines 2-21 judge each classification result to get the final 

extraction result R. In lines 4-10, if the category of the classification result is “av” of an 

attribute, we combine all contents with the same “av” of this attribute into a group and put 

the attribute name and its value into R. In lines 11-18, if the category of the classification 

result is “nv” of an attribute, we first separate it into attribute name and attribute value by 

some specific symbols such as colon, then we combine all contents with the same “av” of 

this attribute into a group judges the attribute and put the attribute name and its value into 

R. Finally, in line 22, the final result is returned by R. 
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3.3.3. Feature Set: In this paper, we use three kinds of features for a text node: 

(1)Own features. They include whether it contains numbers, whether it contains special 

characters (for example, ¥, :) and the length of text node. 

(2)Path features. They include the path information of text node. 

(3)Contextual features. They include the information of the adjacent previous text node 

and the adjacent next text node. And this information is composed of the own features of 

the text node. 

 

4. Experiments 
 
4.1. Dataset 

In this paper, the training set is collected from 20 websites with different structures. On 

each website we collect 40 pages. The validation set and the testing set is also collected 

from the same 20 websites. On each website we collect 10 pages. 

 
4.2. Category 

We extract 21 kinds of attributes which contain “title”, “author”, “market price”, 

“website price”, “discount”, “publisher”, “publication date”, “edition number”, “page 

number”, “word number”, “printing date”, “format”, “paper size”, “printing number”, 

“ISBN”, “package”, “language”, “size”, “weight”, “ASIN”, “member price”. Each 

attribute contains three types of category: “[attribute]-an” represents the name of the 

attribute; “[attribute]-av” represents the value of the attribute; “[attribute]-nv” represents 

the name and value of the attribute, where “[attribute]” can be replaced with any kind of 

the above attributes. For example, in text node “author:”, its category is “author-an”; in 

text node “Ian H. Witten”, its category is “author-av”; in text node “author: Ian H. 

Witten”, its category is “author-nv”. 

 
4.3. Evaluation Criteria 

We measure the extraction performance via three metrics: precision, recall and F1 [20]. 

A brief definition is given as follows. 

Defining m as the existing total number of attributes, t as the number of attributes 

which are correctly extracted, n as the number of attributes which are wrongly labeled. 

Then the evaluation criteria is defined as follows: P=t/(t+n), R=t/m, F1=2PR/(P+R),where 

P is precision representing the confidence of the results, R is recall representing the 

coverage of correct results, F1 is the result of considering P with R together. As every 

attribute has its F1, for simplicity, we only use average F1 of all attributes to evaluate the 

experiment in this paper. 

 
4.4. Discussion on Experimental Results 

We have designed four experiments to evaluate the effects of our approach. In these 

experiments, the base classifier Random Forest is abbreviated as RF, and the ensemble 

classifier integrated by SVM, KNN and Random Forest is abbreviated as SKR. 

(1)Performance Comparison between Single Base Classifier and Ensemble 

Classifier 

In this experiment, we compare the extraction performance of single base classifier 

with ensemble classifier. The result is shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Average F1 Using Single base Classifiers and Ensemble 
Classifier 

In Figure 3, the average F1 of single base classifiers SVM、KNN and Random 

Forest are 95.27%, 95.12% and 95.45% respectively. The average F1 of ensemble 

classifier is 95.87%. Compared with single base classifiers, ensemble classifier 

improves the average F1 by 0.42%-0.75%. The result suggests the extraction 

performance of ensemble classifier outperforms that of any single base classifier. 

This is because although each single base classifier has its own advantages and 

disadvantages, ensemble classifier which integrates multiple base classifiers can 

utilize complementary information and achieve the best performance. In the 

following experiments, we use ensemble classifier for Web data extraction.  

(2) Effect of Changing the Size of Training Set 

In this experiment, we test the influence of training set size on the extraction 

results. There are 20 websites with different structures in training set. From each 

website, we randomly select the pages whose size is from 5 to 40 with step size 5 to 

derive different training sets. The experimental result is shown in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4. Average F1 using Different Size of Training Sets 

In Figure 4, we can see that when increasing the size of the training set, a gradual 

improvement in average F1 is obtained. It can also be seen from Fig. 4, when the 

size of training set is 500, the average F1 is close to its maximum. Thus, our method 

only needs labelling a few pages to achieve better extraction performance and it can 

be applied to large-scale Web data extraction. 

(3) Performance Comparison between Voting Integration and Linear Integration 

In this experiment, we compare the extraction performance of voting integration 

and linear integration. In this experiment, the voting integration and linear 
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integration use the same training set, test set and the base classifiers. The 

experimental result is shown in Figure5. 

 

Figure 5. Average F1 using Voting Integration and Linear Integration 

Figure 5 shows that the average F1 of the ensemble classifier integrated by linear 

method reaches 95.87%, while that integrated by voting method is 94.74%. 

Therefore the linear integration is better than voting integration. This is because that 

different base classifier for the extraction problem has different performance.  

 (4) Robustness of Ensemble Classifier 

In this experiment, we test the robustness of the ensemble classifier. The testing 

set of this experiment is 20 pages collected from a new website which does not exist 

in the 20 websites of training set. The experimental result is shown in Table 1.  

Table 1. Robustness of Ensemble Classifier 

Average R(%) Average P(%) Average F1(%) 

74.29 98.11 84.55 

From Table 1, we can see that the value of average F1 is 84.55%. Thus, the 

ensemble classifier has strong robustness for the new website.  

 

5. Conclusion 

In this paper, we use the method of ensemble learning to extract Web data. Firstly, we 

clean the Web page, and build the feature set of text nodes in the main regions. Secondly, 

we choose three base classifiers and use feature set to construct classification models 

respectively. Then, we use linear method to integrate classification results of each base 

classifier model. Finally, we use heuristic method to combine integration result to get the 

final extraction results. The experiments prove that the extraction performance of our 

approach is better than that of each base classifier. And our approach has a good 

robustness. 

The text nodes in this paper all contain one attribute. However, the structure of 

Webpage is complex. Many text nodes contain multiple attributes. Therefore, we will 

further study the problems that the single text node contains multiple attributes in the 

future work. 
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